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Vinyl Packaging Stickers 

 

As a professional high quality Vinyl Packaging 

Stickers manufacture, you can rest assured to buy 

Vinyl Packaging Stickers from our factory and we 

will offer you the best after-sale service and timely 

delivery.The Brothers Printing® vinyl packaging 

stickers are made of vinyl material,it’s waterproof 

and unbreakable so they have longer service life. 

 

 

 

Product Description 

The Brothers Printing® vinyl packaging stickers had passed the UL FSC and GMI 

certificate,so the quality is guaranteed. Our stickers are customized,you can choose any 

dimension only if not less than 10mm. 

 

Product Parameter (Specification) 

Product 

Name: 
Vinyl packaging stickers 

Material: Vinyl 

Printing: 
Offset printing, UV printing, Screen printing, Gravure printing,Letterpress 

printing,Digital printing, etc. 

Technics: 
UV Varnishing, Spot UV-Varnishing,Gloss/Matte Varnishing,Gloss/Matte 

Lamination,Emboss/ Deboss,Hot Stamping,Sewing,etc. 

Logo: customized logo as your request 

Usage: Widely used for garment, shorts, shoes, bag, hat, toys and etc 

Lead time: 7-10 business days 

 

Product Feature And Application 

These Brothers Printing® vinyl packaging stickers use waterproof and unbreakable 

material,so they have longer service life,always use for carton color box and bags. 

 

Product Details 

The specification is customized,you can make the size material and surface technology all as 

you request. 
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Product Qualification 

The Brothers Printing® vinyl packaging stickers had passed the UL FSC and GMI 

certificate,so the quality is guaranteed. 

 

 

Deliver,Shipping And Serving 

We can ship by air,by sea or by express delivery,and any other way easy for you to received 

them. 

 

 

FAQ 

Q：Can we get some samples? Any charges? 

A：Yes, customized sample will be charged according to your requirements, we also offer free 

sample for you to check quality, but we do not cover the shipping cost. 

 

Q：Are you a manufacturer? 

A：Yes, we have been in self adhesive sticker industry for nearly 20 years. 

 

Q：How can we get a quote? 

A：Please offer the specification of the product, such as material, size, shape, color, quantity 

etc. 
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Q：What's the trade term and payment term? 

A：Generally, we accept T/T or L/C. Other terms can also be negotiable. 

 

Q：What about the lead time? 

A：It depends on the products and quantity. Normally 10 workdays after the order confirmed. 

 

Q：How can I know if my goods have been shipped?  

A：Detailed photos of every process will be sent you during the production. 

 

Q：How do you compute the shipping charges? 

A：We will supply the shipping charges according to the estimated G.W. when quote. 

 

Q：What file type you require for printing? 

A：It’s very easy & simple, just email us your artwork files in editable format like AI, EPS, CDR, 

OR PSD with minimum 300 dpi.We have our expert design team in house who can work on 

your designs efficiently to layout the artwork and can work on your design absolutely Free 

(Once the order is secured). So we will work on the final layouts and send it you for approval. 

 

Q：What is Spot UV/ UV Coating? 

A：This Coating provides high amount of gloss, Spot UV is a high raised ink process to high 

light the specific area, logo/artwork. 

 

Q：What is CMYK/ PMS Colors? 

A：CMYK color is CYAN, MAGENTA, YELLOW & BLACK colors, Each color print from a 

separate plate in layers to create colors, CMYK is also known as four colors.PMS stands for 

Pantone Matching system, PMS also known as special colors, PMS colors are assigned 

specific codes for ink mixing. A palette of fourteen basic colors are used to mix inks according 

to the formulas.These special colors can be used when you need any specific shade to be 

printed on the boxes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


